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MORE BRITISH TROOPS ARRIVE IN FRANCE 
1. Various good shots of British troops going ashore at French 

Channel port from channel ferries (in wartime grey paint) 
2. M.S. nets full of mailbags being unloaded from ships 
3« G.V. of the troops forming up on the quay 
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"COLUMBUS CREW TAKE REFUGE - USA 
1. G-.V. of the Columbus bnming after being scuttled off America 

taken from lifeboat (Library shot) 25 
2. Various shots of the crev; of the Columbus forming up and waiting witl 

their luggage on the quay at Sen Francisco, c.u. of the captain 
addressing the crew 55 

3. M.S. of the crew boarding a small ferry bound for Angel Island 
in San Francisco bay 3 

4. C.U. Japanese flag 6 
5. M.S. name on stern of Japanese liner that was to have taken the 

geraans back to germany via japan the name is TATUTA MARU, TOKYO 9 
6. G.V. of the Japanese liner at seal2 12 
7. C.U. american newspaper headline bearing the story that allied 

naval units were lying in wait for the geraans outside 
San Francisco which is why they did not board the Japanese ship 11 
Various shots of the Angel Island ferry pulling out of San Francsico 
harbour with the Columbus crew aboard 
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RAF HONOURS DEAD FOES -N.E. CO/ST 
Various shots of funeral procession making its way through 
country lanes, the coffin is followed by RAF detchment 
marching slowly with reversed arms 
M.S. coffins being loedrddinto graves 
M.S. RAF men firing salute 
C.U. nameplates on coffins, LT. Brunning and Unter Officier 
Herbert Panzlass, died Feb. 1940 
C.U. bugler of RAF 
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PIER BLOWN UP - EAST COAST 
1. Various shots of damaged pier that was blown up whn hit by 

floating german mine 
2. C.U. Lifeboatman MR. Fairweather who was on pier when it was 

hit by mine 
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SHIPMENT NEGATIVE POSITIVE 

Original 
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Colour 
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B.V. 
Lavender 
Fine Grain 
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